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Abstract
Weconsider a correlated Bose gas tightly confined into a ring shaped lattice, in the presence of an
artificial gauge potential inducing a persistent current through it. Aweak link painted on the ring acts
as a source of coherent back-scattering for the propagating gas, interferingwith the forward scattered
current. This systemdefines an atomic counterpart of the rf-SQUID: the atomtronics quantum
interference device. The goal of the present study is to corroborate the emergence of an effective two-
level system in such a setup and to assess its quality, in terms of its inner resolution and its separation
from the rest of themany-body spectrum, across the different physical regimes. In order to achieve
this aim,we examine the dependence of the qubit energy gap on the bosonic density, the interaction
strength, and the barrier depth, andwe showhow the superposition between current states appears in
themomentumdistribution (time-of-flight) images. Amesoscopic ring lattice with intermediate-to-
strong interactions andweak barrier depth is found to be a favorable candidate for setting up,
manipulating and probing a qubit in the next generation of atomic experiments.
1. Introduction
The progress achieved in opticalmicro-fabrication has led to the foundation of atomtronics: Bose–Einstein
condensatesmanipulatedwith lithographic precision in optical circuits of various intensities and spatial shapes
[1–5]. The neutrality of the atoms carrying the current (substantially reducing decoherence sources), the
flexibility on their statistics (bosonic/fermionic) and interactions (tunable from short to long-range, from
attractive to repulsive) are some of the key features of atomtronic circuits. Atomtronics sets a new stage for
quantum simulations [6], with remarkable spin-offs in otherfields of science and technology. This activity is
believed to lead, in turn, to an improved understanding of actual electronic systems.
An important representative example of an atomtronic circuit is provided by a Bose–Einstein condensate
flowing in a ring-shaped trapping potential [7–15]. A barrier potential painted along the ring originates aweak
link, acting as a source of back-scattering for the propagating condensate, thus creating an interference state with
the forward scattered current. This gives rise to an atomic condensate counterpart of the celebrated rf-SQUID—
a superconducting ring interrupted by a Josephson junction [16, 17], namely an atomtronic quantum
interference device (AQUID). Due to the promising combination of advantages characterizing Josephson
junctions and cold atoms, the AQUIDhas been the object of recent investigations [18, 19]. Thefirst
experimental realizationsmade use of a Bose–Einstein condensate free tomove along a toroidal potential, except
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through a small spatial region, where an effective potential constriction (giving rise to the aforementionedweak
link) is created via a very focused blue-detuned laser or via a painting potential [20–23].
On the theoretical side, it has been demonstrated that the two currents flowing in theAQUID can, indeed,
define an effective two-level system, that is, the cold-atom analog of flux qubits [24, 25]. The potential
constriction breaks theGalilean invariance and splits the qubit levels that otherwise would be perfectly
degenerate at half-flux quantum. In this context, it is of vital importance for the qubit dynamics that a good
energy resolution of the two levels could be achieved in realistic physical situations (while keeping the qubit well
separated from the rest of themany-body spectrum).
In this paperwe focus on ring-shaped confinementswith a latticemodulation and a potential constriction.
This set-up, that can be realized following different routes (see, e.g., [25]), presents several advantages for the
design of anAQUID. First of all, assuming that the bosons occupy only the lowest Bloch band 8, the ring lattice
helps in controlling the current. For instance, because of the one-dimensional dynamics, the vortex formation
rate along theflow is negligible. Secondly, it helps localizing the barrier effect to a point-like scale with respect to
lattice spacing, which should in turn yield a favorable scaling of the qubit gapwith the bosonic density [27].
Moreover, it provides an easy route to realize interacting ring–ring architectures [14, 25] 9.
This issue has been considered so far only in some limiting cases, e.g. for particular types of superposition
states or in the infinitely strong interacting regime [27, 29].We perform a systematic study on the quality of the
qubit in the cold-atom ring lattice: in particular, we characterize the energy structure at the degeneracy point at
half-flux quantum, and study how it is possible to observe experimentally the superposition of the currentflows.
By employing a combination of analytical and numerical techniques, that allows us to cover all the relevant
physical regimes of system sizes,filling, barrier and interaction strengths, we show that: (i) the gap ΔE1between
the states of the effective two-level system scales as a power lawwith the system size; (ii) at amesoscopic scale, a
qubit is well-defined, with ΔE1displaying a favorable dependence in awide range of systemparameters; (iii) the
superposition state is detectable in themomentumdistribution of the bosonic gas, which ismeasurable via time-
of-flight (TOF) expansion, and (iv) themomentumdistribution exhibits a subtle interplay between barrier
strength and interaction.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next sectionwe present the physical systemof interacting bosons on
a 1D ring lattice with a potential constriction, and the effective two-level system giving rise to the AQUID. In
section 3 the energy spectrumof the system and its scalingwith system size, filling, and interaction is analyzed. In
section 4we showhow the state of the AQUID can be read out throughTOF expansion images of the gas. Finally,
we draw our conclusions in section 5. Technicalities on the employedmethods and further details are provided
in the appendices.
2. The physical system
Weconsider a systemofN interacting bosons at zero temperature, loaded into a 1D ring-shaped optical lattice of
M sites. The discrete rotational symmetry of the lattice ring is broken by the presence of a localized potential on
one lattice site, which gives rise to aweak link. The ring is pierced by an artificial (dimensionless)magnetic flux
Ω, which can be experimentally induced for neutral atoms as aCoriolis flux by rotating the lattice at constant
velocity [22, 30], or as a synthetic gauge flux by imparting a geometric phase directly to the atoms via suitably
designed laser fields [31–33].
In the tight-binding approximation, this system is described by the 1DBose–Hubbard (BH)Hamiltonian
∑ Λ= − + + − +Ω
=
− +( ) ( )H t b b U n n ne h. c.
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where b b( )j j
† are bosonic annihilation (creation) operators on the jth site and =n b bj j j† is the corresponding
number operator. Periodic boundaries are imposed by taking ≡+b bM 1 1. The parameterU takes into account
thefinite scattering length for the atomic two-body collisions on the same site; Λ j defines an externally applied
local potential. Periodic boundary conditions are assumed in order to account for themultiply connected
geometry of the ring system. The presence of the flux Ω is taken into account through the Peierls substitution:
→ Ω−t te Mi (t is the hopping amplitude). In the thermodynamic limit, the BHmodel for Λ = ∀ j0j displays a
superfluid toMott-insulator transition for commensurate fillings N M , and at a critical value of the ratioU t of
interaction-to-tunnel energy. The phase boundaries of the transition are expected to be affected by themagnetic
8
This condition is especially feasible nowadays, because the gap between the lowest Bloch bands can bemagnified, by playingwith the shape
of thewells, a feature that is straightforward to implement realizing the ring lattice with SLMdevices. The influence of the other Bloch bands
has been analyzed in [26].
9
Experimentally, the ring lattice are arranged along a laser confinementwith cylindrical symmetry, with a ‘pancake’ structure. The the inter-
ring tunneling, however can bemade negligible with different approaches (for example suitably focusing the laser beams). See also [28].
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flux through an overall rescaling Ω→t U t U M( )cos( ) [34]. The potential barrier considered here is localized
on a single site j0, i.e., Λ Λδ=j j j, 0 with δi j, being theKronecker delta. Aswewill discuss in section 3.2, wefind a
superfluid-insulator transition even if the ring is interrupted by aweak link, although the phenomenon is rather
a crossover, the ring being offinite size.
In this work, specific regimes of the systemdescribed by equation (1)will be captured analytically via the
Tonks–Girardeau (TG)mapping (hard-core limit of infinite repulsions), and themean-fieldGross–Pitaevskii
(GP) approximation (weak interactions and largefillings). To cover all the interaction regimes, numerical
analysis will be also pursued, through truncated and exact diagonalization (ED) schemes and density-matrix
renormalization-group (DMRG)methods. Details on these techniques are given in appendix C.
2.1. Identification of the qubit: effective two-level system
TheHamiltonian (1) ismanifestly periodic in Ω with period π2 . Therefore, we can restrict our study to the first
rotational Brillouin zone, (actually to half of it, i.e., Ω π∈ [0, ], due to the further symmetry Ω Ω↔ − ). In the
absence of a barrier, the system is also rotationally invariant and therefore the particle–particle interaction
energy does not depend on Ω. Themany-body ground-state energy, as a function of Ω, is therefore given by a
set of parabolas each corresponding to awell defined angularmomentum state, shiftedwith respect to each other
by aGalilean transformation and intersecting at the frustration points Ω π= +j(2 1)j [35, 36]. The presence of
afinite barrier, Λ > 0, breaks the axial rotational symmetry and couples different angularmomenta states, thus
lifting the degeneracy at Ω j by an amount ΔE1, see figure 1. The largerΛ, the larger is ΔE1, corresponding to the
width of the gap separating the first two bands. Provided other excitations are energetically far enough from the
two competing ground-states, this will identify the two-level systemdefining the desired qubit and its working
point.
Below, we discuss this issuewith two different approaches: first, exploiting themapping of the BHmodel to
the quantumphasemodel, neglecting the fluctuations of the amplitude of the superfluid order parameter; this
approach can capture, in particular, the regime of a largefilling per lattice site [37, 38]. Then, via numerical
calculation of the ground and first three excited energy levels of the BHmodel equation (1), we cover the case of
lattice rings with a lowfilling.
Quantum phasemodel. In the regime offillingmuch larger than one, the numberfluctuations on each site
can be neglected and the behavior of the system is governed by the quantumphasemodel [37, 38]with
Josephson couplings ∼ 〈 〉∣ ∣J n tj j , where 〈 〉n is the average number of bosons per well. The presence of a barrier
constriction can bemodeled by aweak link = ′ <J J jj0
10. The artificialflux Ω can be gauged away everywhere
but at the j0th site [39–41], thus giving rise to an energy term ϕ ϕ Ω− ′ − −+J cos( )j j 10 0 . In this situation an
effective action can be derived, which depends on a single phase difference θ ϕ ϕ= − +j j 10 0 across theweak link
Figure 1.Main panel: sketch of the qubit energy splitting, due to the barrier Λ, for the two lowest-lying energy states in themany-body
spectrumofmodel (1). Black dashed lines denote the ground-state energy in the absence of the barrier, as a function of theflux Ω .
Switching on the barrier opens a gap at the frustration point Ω π= (continuous red lines). The three insets show the qualitative form
of the effective potential at Ω π π= 0, , 2 . Note the characteristic double-well shape forming at Ω π= . The qubit, or effective two-
level system, corresponds to the two lowest energy levels of this potential. In thisfigure the energies are plotted in arbitrary units.
10
Thismodel is physically equivalent to the one considered in equation (1) being the the barriermodeled as a site-dependent tunnel energy.
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[25, 42]. The corresponding effective potential reads θ θ θ Ω= − ′ −V J M J( ) cos( )eff 2 ,which, for large ′MJ J
andmoderateM, defines a two-level systemwith degeneracy point at Ω π= , as pictorially illustrated infigure 1.
In the co-rotating frame, these two states correspond to the symmetric and antisymmetric combination of
counter-circulating currents, where the degeneracy is split because of the inter-well tunneling.
BHmodel.Herewe study the low-lying spectrumof the BHmodel (1) by a numerical analysis, performed in
the dilute limit (low filling regime). This is complementary to the quantumphasemodel, in that we take into
account the effect of the numberfluctuations, and hence of the amplitude of the superfluid order parameter, on
the lattice sites. Infigure 2we show the ED results forM=16 andN=4. The top-left panel shows how large
interactions andmoderate barrier strengths cooperate to define a doublet of energy levels at Ω π= , well
separated in energywith respect to the higher excited states; weaker interactions and larger barrier strengths, in
contrast, do not allow for a clear definition of a two-level system (top-right panel).We observe that for
increasingΛ, as expected, the gap increases and the bands becomeflatter, thusweakening the dependence of the
energy on Ω. The lower two panels display a complete analysis of the behavior of the spectral gap and its distance
to the next excited level at Ω π= as a function of interactions and barrier strength, allowing us to identify the
parameter regime for the existence of an effective two-level system.Wenotice in particular thatweakly
interacting gases cannot give rise to a sensible qubit within this approach, since one cannot isolate two levels out
of themany-body spectrumwith the sole tuning of the barrier strength, while this is possible for larger
interaction strengthsU.
Using the above results, we conclude that the low-energy spectrumof the system (1)may define a qubit over
a broad range of lattice filling values. It is vital for themanipulation of the qubit, though, to explore its quality.
This implies in particular to study the dependence of ΔE1on the system size and on the interaction strength, as
will be considered in the next section 3.Wewill also analyze the nature of the qubit states; this will be the subject
of section 4.
2.2.Density profiles
Before presenting our results concerning the quality of the qubit, wefirst focus on the density profiles of the gas
close to the qubit working point, Ω π= .
An evident effect of the barrier is a suppression of the particle density in its immediate proximity; depending
on the ring size, thewhole density profile along the ringmaywell be affected. The interplay between the
interaction strengthU and the barrier intensity Λ implies different behaviors [43], as exemplified infigure 3
(panels (a)–(d)) for relatively small rings. The depth of the density depression increasesmonotonously with Λ
(inside each panel), while its width decreases with increasingU (see the different panels) since the density can be
suppressed at the impurity site at the expense ofmulti occupancy of the other sites; the latter effect implies a non
trivial dependence of the healing length on interaction strength. At strong repulsive interactions we also observe
small Friedel-like oscillations of the density, which are a consequence of the peculiar strong correlations of 1D
bosons thatmake their response to impurities similar to fermions.
Figure 2. Low-energy spectrumof the BHmodel for various values of the interaction and the barrier strength atfixed sizeM=16 and
filling =N M 1 4. Upper panels: the four lowest energy levels as a function of Ω , for Λ= =U t t10, 0.5 (left) and Λ= =U t 2, 5
(right). Lower panels: behavior of ΔE1 and Δ ΔE E1 2 as a function ofU, for different values of Λ t (curves frombottom to top:
Λ =t 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10).
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Wenote that, a sufficiently large barrier (at fixedU)makes the density profile vanish, thus effectively
disconnecting the ring (panels (a)–(d) offigure 3). The barrier strength required to disconnect the ring depends
on the interaction strength. Panel (e) offigure 3 shows the result of a thorough analysis of the transition line in
theΛ-U plane: for a wide range of interaction strengths, the critical barrier height Λc displays a nearly perfect
linear behavior withU. The prefactor turns out to be nearly proportional to thefilling.
3. Energy gap of the two-level current-flow system
In this sectionwe study in detail the spectroscopy of the qubit.Wewill analyze how the energy gaps Δ ΔE E,1 2
between the ground and, respectively, the first-excited / second-excited energy levels of themany-body
Hamiltonian (1) depend on the system size and on the filling, for different Λ andU.Wefind that the qubit is well
resolved in themesoscopic regime of intermediate ring sizes, and that it is at best separated from the higher
energy levels of themany-body spectrum in the regime of strong interactions andweak barrier.
3.1. Scalingwith the system size
Infigure 4we showboth the qubit gap ΔE1 and the separation of the two levels from the rest of the spectrum in
terms of Δ ΔE E1 2, as obtained byDMRG simulations at constantfilling =N L 1 4 (see appendix C.4). The
three panels correspond to different barrier intensities, from veryweak to very high; each panel containing the
three curves at varying interactions frommoderate to hard-core. A clear power-law decay of ΔE1 results in all the
regimes; the exponents depend on the interplay between the barrier and interaction strengths.
In the small-barrier limit, we canwork out the observed scaling law of the gap analytically resorting to the
Luttinger-liquid effective field theory (see, e.g., [43]). Indeedwe obtain that the quantum fluctuations of the
density renormalize the barrier strength according to Λ Λ∼ d L( )Keff , where d is a short distance cut-off of the
low-energy theory, =L aM is the system size, a being the lattice spacing, andK is the Luttinger parameter [43].
This yields the scaling of the gapwithM as
Δ νΛ∼ ∼ −E M , (2)K1 eff
in agreementwith the result found in [44] for a single impurity potential. As illustrated in panel (a) of figure 4,
wefind a very good agreement between the numerical data and the power-law behavior dictated by the Luttinger
parameter obtained via the Bethe-Ansatz solution of the continuousmodel (a Lieb-Liniger gas [45]), suitable in
the dilute limit of the BHmodel 11. For stronger barriers, interestingly, we observe infigures 4(b)–(c) that the
gap scales again as a power-law, beyond the regime of validity of the analytical predictions.We also notice that
the scaling of the gap is closely related to the scaling of the persistent currents flowing along the ring [47], which
is determined by the shape of the ground state energy band.
Figure 3.Panels (a)–(d): spatially resolved density profiles 〈 〉n Nj at Ω π= , along a ringwithM=11 sites andN=5 particles, for
different interaction regimes. The various data sets correspond to different values of the barrier strength: Λ =t 0.01 (black circles),
0.05 (red squares), 0.1 (green diamonds), 0.5 (blue triangles), 1 (brown crosses), 5 (orange stars). Panel (e): critical value Λc as a
function ofU discriminating the parameters region inwhich the boson density per particle at the barrier position is less than the
threshold value ε = −10 3 (black circles refer to =N M 5 11, green diamonds are for =N M 4 16). Vertical dashed lines denote the
cuts analyzed in the different left panels, for the data set =N M 5 11, while the straight red line is a power-law fit
Λ ∝t U t( ) ( )c 0.99374 .
11
We have checked aswell (not shown) that the same values forK, within numerical precision, are extracted from thefit of the decay of the
first-order correlation functionwith the functional formpredicted in [46] for thefinite-size system.
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By looking at the separation of the effective two-level system from the rest of the spectrum (dashed lines in
figure 4), we can then start to identify an ideal regime of size, interaction and barrier for a realistic operational
realization of the qubit. At lowbarrier intensity Λ =t 0.1 (panel (a)), indeed, amesoscopic lattice of few tens of
sitesfilledwithmildly interacting bosons appears to be the best choice, since it would allow for a qubit gap of
some − t10 3 , while this being only a ≃ −10 2 fraction of the second excitation energy. Rings that are too large in size
would improve the definition of the two-level system, yet at the price of too small a resolution of the qubit levels
for practical addressing.When the barrier becomes stronger, the size dependence of Δ ΔE E1 2 becomes less and
less important, with its absolute value increasingmore andmore (i.e., the qubit gets less and less isolated). Still,
at intermediate barrier strengths Λ =t 1 (panel (b)), a nicely addressable pair of levels with splitting of some
− t10 2 , and a relative separation from the spectrumof order − t10 1 , can be obtained in amesoscopic lattice of
≃M 16 sites with relatively weak interactionsU= t. Conversely, if the barrier is strong enough to effectively cut
the ring, the low lying levels of themany-body spectrum get almost equally spaced and therefore the qubit
definition results to be poor.
3.2.Dependence of the qubit energy spectrumon thefilling factor inmesoscopic rings
Weconcentrate next on themesoscopic regime of few lattice sites, where, according to our scaling analysis at
fixed smallfilling, the qubit enjoys simultaneously a clear definitionwith respect to the other excited states and a
good energy resolution.
Infigures 5 and 6we present our results for the gap ΔE1 and ΔE2 as a function of thefilling at fixed system
size, studying its dependence on the barrier and on the interaction strength. The top panels offigure 5 present
the data forfixed interaction strength ( =U t 1and =U t 10, respectively) with the curves representing barrier
strengths fromweak to strong. At smallU (top-left), we observe a smooth dependence of ΔE1on the boson
filling, as expected in the superfluid regime of theHamiltonian (1), of which the small ring is reminiscent. The
increase of the barrier strength has two effects: first, atfixed filling, it increases the gap since it enhances the effect
of the breaking of the rotational invariance and therefore lifts the degeneracy at half-flux. In addition, it changes
the dependence of the gap on the filling frombeingmonotonically decreasing tomonotonically increasing,
passing through a crossover situation. Since the healing length scales as ξ ν∝ U1 , at small barrier strengths, a
weakly interacting Bose gas screens the barrier, effectively reducing its height as the density is increased. On the
other hand, for a large barrier, the system is effectively in the tunnel limit, and the situation is reversed. The
barrier strength is effectively enhanced, since the tunnel energy required tomove one particle fromone side of
the barrier to the other increases if the number of particles or the interaction strength are increased (in order to
accommodate the tunnelling particle, the other particles have to readjust their configuration).
At largeU (top-right) infigure 5, ΔE1displays amore complex dependence on the filling, with pronounced
peaks at particle numbers commensurate (or quasi) with the size, related to the presence ofMott lobes in the
phase diagramofHamiltonian (1) [48]. Forweak barrier, indeed, the peaks appear at integer values of N M ,
while for very strong potential constrictions the density is suppressed on one site: the system is close to a lattice
with −M 1 sites and peaks are consequently shifted. At intermediate barrier strengthswe can observe a
transient between the two regimes and broader peaks appear. Considering the very small system size, this effect
arises because the presence of the healing length affects thewhole bosonic density profile of the ring.
The top panels offigure 6 present data for fixed barrier strength (Λ = 0.1and Λ = 1, respectively) with the
curves representing interaction strengths from extremelyweak to infinite values. First, we can clearly see the
Figure 4. Finite-size scaling of the qubit gap ΔE1 in units of t (filled symbols) and of the ratio between the gaps Δ ΔE E1 2 (empty
symbols), atfixed density =N M 1 4. Different colors stand for three values of interactionU t , as specified in the legend. The
various panels are for a fixed barrier Λ =t 0.1 (a), 1 (b), 10 (c). Straight lines in the left panel correspond to the power-law behavior
predicted by the Luttinger-liquid analysis in the small-barrier limit (2), for the values of the Luttinger parameter ∣ ==∞K 1.00,U
∣ ==K 1.20U 10 and ∣ ==K 2.52U 1 .
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non-monotonous dependence of the gap onU, whichwas illustrated infigure 2, to hold at allfillings in both
panels. Secondly, we notice that the dependence of ΔE1onN drastically changes increasing the interaction
strength, displaying different regimes: quickly decreasing, non-monotonous and almost constant. The rapid
decrease of the energy gap at weak interactions can be understood (through a perturbative argument) in terms of
levelmixing of single-particle energies, which increases with the number of bosons involved [49]. In the
opposite regime of hard core bosons, the energy gap is of the same order as the one of the non-interacting Fermi
gas. This can be readily understood in terms of the TGBose–Fermimapping: indeed, in a non-interacting Fermi
gas the energy gap is given by Δ ϵ ϵ ϵ= ∑ + − ∑=
−
+ =E ( )j
N
j N j
N
j1 1
1
1 1 , where ϵ j are the single-particle energies. In
particular, for a small barrier, using perturbation theory, one obtains that the single-particle energy gaps
ϵ ϵ−+j j1 are identical for all the avoided levels crossings, hence the gap ΔE1 is independent of thefilling.
The lower panels of figures 5 and 6 display the ratio Δ ΔE E1 2. This allows us to identify the low-barrier,
intermediate-to-large interaction regime at arbitrary filling as themost favorable for the qubit. Indeed,
depending on the interaction strength, a too large barrier yields an unfavorable situation similar to the one
depicted in the top-right panel offigure 2, where Δ Δ∼E E2 1. It is interesting to notice that these unfavorable
cases correspond to values of barrier and interaction strength in the right panel offigure 3where the ring is
effectively disconnected. This allows us to identify the ratio Λ U as a useful parameter to define the quality of the
Figure 5.Energy gap ΔE1 in units of t and the ratio Δ ΔE E1 2 forM=9 lattice sites, at Ω π= .We consider the interaction strengths
=U t 1 (left) and 10 (right). In each plot the various curves stand for Λ =t 0.1 (black circles), 1 (red squares), 5 (green diamonds)
and 10 (blue triangles).We use an ED techniquewhere, for >N M 1, we allowed a truncation in themaximumoccupation per site
equal to six particles.
Figure 6. Same as in figure 5, but forM=11 lattice sites and forfixed barrier strength Λ =t 0.1 (left), 1 (right). The different curves
are for =U t 0.1 (black circles), 1 (red squares), 10 (green diamonds) and ∞ (blue triangles).
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qubit in terms of its energy resolution: themost advantageous parameter regime for the qubit corresponds to the
lower half-plane in figure 3(e), below the critical line.
In summary, this analysis shows that a particularly favorable regime for the energy resolution of the qubit is
the TG and small-barrier limit, where the systemhas awell defined gap, independent of the particle number and
well separated from the remaining part of themany-body spectrum.However, for the realization of a tunable-
gap qubit, the limits of weak interactionwith lowfilling and intermediate interactionwith highfilling can be
useful.
We close this section providing the order ofmagnitude for the gaps discussed above. For a 87Rb gasin a
mesoscopic ring shaped deep optical lattice of ∼50 μmcircumference and ten lattice wells, the hopping energy is
of the order of ∼t 0.5 kHz. This yields a typical energy scale for the gap of tens to few 100 ofHz, depending on
the choice of barrier strength, well within the range of experimental accessibility.
4.Momentumdistributions
So farwe focused our analysis on the behavior of the energy spectrumof the qubit as a function of the system
parameters.We now investigate the ground state of the system inmore detail. Special care is devoted to the
regimes corresponding to amacroscopic superposition of circulation states.We assess the detectability of the
latter through the study of themomentumdistribution.
Themomentumdistribution is experimentally accessible in cold atoms experiments via TOF expansion
measurements, by averaging overmany repeated TOF realizations [50, 51], and is employed to get information
about the current circulation along the ring [52–54]. It is defined as the Fourier transformwith respect to the
relative coordinate of the one-body densitymatrix ρ ψ ψ′ = 〈 ′ 〉x x x x( , ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( )(1) † :
∫ ∫ 〉ψ ψ= ′ ′ − ′n k x x x x( ) d d ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) e , (3)k x x† i ·( )
where x and ′x denote the position of two points along the ring’s circumference. Although, in general, k is a
three-dimensional wave vector, here we restrict to consider a TOFpicture along the symmetry axis of the ring,
and therefore two-dimensional kʼs. To adapt equation (3) to our lattice system,we use ψ = ∑ = w bx xˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ,j
M
j j1
where = −w wx x x( ) ( )j j is theWannier function localized on the jth lattice site, and x j denotes the position of
the jth lattice site. Thereby, equation (3) can be recast into
∑ 〈 〉=
=
−n w b bk k( ) ˜( ) e ˆ ˆ , (4)
l j
M
l j
k x x2
, 1
i ·( ) †l j
where w k˜( ) is the Fourier transformof theWannier function.
To avoid effects of the proximity of the superfluid-insulator transition, in the following analysis, we focus on
incommensurate fillings (see section 3.2 for amore detailed discussion).
In absence of barrier Λ = 0, the systemhas no circulation for Ω π< and one quantumof circulation for
Ω π> , while at the frustration point Ω π= , it is a perfectly balanced superposition of the two states. As a
consequence, themomentumdistribution is peaked at =k 0 for Ω π< and is ring-shaped for Ω π> , as
discussed in appendix A. At Ω π= , instead, it displays an interference of the two situations, reflecting the
coherent superposition of the two states (see appendix B).When Λ ≠ 0, the superposition state occurs for a
wide range of Ω, thereby displaying interference effects as shown infigure 7. The relative weight of the two-
quanta-of-circulation components in the superposition strongly depends on Ω, Λ, andU. In particular, at the
frustration point, the superposition is perfectly balanced, independently of Λ, andU. Away from the frustration
points, the relative weights tend to the unperturbed ones carrying zero or one quantumof angularmomentum.
This phenomenon occurs over a distance in Ω π− that depends on Λ: the smaller is Λ, the faster the
unperturbedweights are recovered. For this reason, infigures 7 and 9, we slightly off-set Ω from the frustration
point (theweights of the circulating states are not equal, yet close enough to ensure that both angular
momentum states contribute significantly to the superposition). For Ω π> , the component carrying one
quantumof angularmomentumhas a larger weight in the superposition,making the effect of the barrier and its
screening easily detectable in the TOF image; the opposite situation occurs for Ω π< . The TOF results shown in
figures 7 and 9 quantitatively depend on the choice of Ω, but the screening effect of the barrier and the
detectability of the superposition result weakly affected.
To understand the TOF results offigure 7, it is instructive to consider first the case without interactions,
U=0, that is analytically accessible. The correspondingmomentumdistribution close the frustration point and
for aweak barrier reads (see equation (B.4) in appendix B for the derivation)
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φ φ
φ γ
= +
+
+
+
n J R J R
J R J R
k k k
k k
( ) sin ( 2) ( ) cos ( 2) ( )
sin( )cos( ) ( ) ( ), (5)
n n
n nk
2 2 2
1
2
1
where the Bessel functions Jn correspond to states with angularmomentum n, and γk is the angle along the ring;
the parameterφ is a function of theflux and the barrier strength (see equation (B.3) in appendix B). Equation (5)
shows that the TOF images allow to visualize the superposition between of states with different angular
momenta: the functions J0 and J1 interfere, giving rise to a peak at zero k and a fringe with ring-shaped symmetry.
The detectability of this feature increases with the barrier strength Λ. Note that the angular position of the peak
inmomentum space depends on the position of the barrier in real space along the ring; it would be affected by a
phase shift between the two states of well-defined angularmomentum.
The superposition state for smallU can be analyzed in a similar way.We note infigure 7 that, for sufficiently
weak interactions, an angularmodulation of the ring-shapedmomentumdistribution arises. A stronger barrier
makes the angular asymmetry increasing, while the interaction strength, by screening the barrier, leads to the
opposite phenomenon.
Upon increasing the interaction strength from intermediate to very large, we observe a smearing of the
modulated ring shape TOF images. This is an effect of increased quantum fluctuations, which leads, for strong
barrier strengths, to a singlemaximum centred at non-zero k values.
The very different TOF images between the regimes of weak and strong interactions can be understood by
recalling the different nature of the superposition state in the various interaction regimes [27, 29]. For instance,
at zero or veryweak interactions, within theGP regime, themany-body state is a coherent state of single particle
superpositions. Increasing the interaction strength to the intermediate regime the superposition is described by
the so-calledNOONstate ∣ 〉 + ∣ 〉N N, 0 0, , i.e., amacroscopic superposition of states where all bosons occupy
either the state with zero angularmomentumor the one carrying one quantumof angularmomentum. For
increasing interactions thismany-body entangled statematches the knownmacroscopic superposition of Fermi
spheres at very large interactions [27, 55].
For all regimes of interactions, we notice that the TOF images become independent of the barrier above a
critical value of the barrier strength, whichwell agrees with the critical value Λc for disconnecting the ring, as
identified infigure 3. Globally, we observe that good-quality TOF images allowing to easily identify the
Figure 7.Ground statemomentumdistribution (TOF) close to the degeneracy point: Ω Ω π ϵ= = ++ (hereafter wefix ϵ = −10 3).
For Ω Ω= +, the ground state corresponds to a symmetric superposition of the flow states with zero and one quanta of circulation.
The superposition depends on the interplay betweenU andΛ: lines Λ =t 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1; columns = ∞U t 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, . For
the filling value, =N M 5 11, used in these graphs, larger values ofΛ yield TOF images very close to those for Λ =t 1. The results
were obtainedwith the exact diagonalization.
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superposition of current states as amodulated ring structure are found for a ratio Λ U in the vicinity or above
the critical line offigure 3(e).
To quantify the detectability of the superposition state in themomentumdistribution for different barrier
and interaction strengths, we define the averaged contrast between themomentumdistributionwith and
without barrier
∫
∫η =
−
+
Λ Λ
Λ Λ
≠ =
≠ =
n n
n n
k k k
k k k
d ( ) ( )
d ( ) ( )
, (6)
0 0
0 0
reflecting themodification in the integratedmomentumdistribution due to superposition of states induced by
the barrier.Wefind that η is non-monotonic upon increasing the interactions between the particles, while
keeping fixed the barrier strength—figure 8. This is an effect of the non-monotonic screening of the barrier as a
function of interaction strength, first predicted in [43] through the study of the persistent-current amplitude.
Finally, we comment on the expected behavior for a systemwithfilling larger than one. Infigure 9we show
the TOF images for largerfillings, ranging from values of N M close to one, obtainedwith truncated ED, to
fillingsmuch larger than one, obtained solving theGP equation (C.3). In both cases we note that the TOF images
are qualitatively the same as the ones shown infigure 7, and therefore our analysis is relevant also for systems
with larger number of particles, like the ones employed in the experiments so far.We notice that, at higher
filling, a larger barrier strength is needed, with respect to the lowerfilling case, to produce the same
superposition and to observe the sameTOF.
Figure 8.Averaged contrast η versus interaction strengthU t for different values of the barrier strength (curves from left to right:
Λ =t 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10). The red circles denote the value of η U t( )c , for each value of Λ t , whereU tc has
been defined from the analysis of figure 3.
Figure 9.Ground statemomentumdistribution (TOF) close to the degeneracy point: Ω Ω π ϵ= = ++ for = −U t 10 2,M=11 and
=N 15, 103 (obtained from truncated ED andGP respectively). The TOFpictures are qualitatively similar to the ones infigure 7, but
the features of the superposition appear at larger values of Λ, compared to the case at lowerfilling.
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5. Conclusions
Weconsidered a systemof bosonic atoms loaded in a ring-shaped 1Doptical lattice potential, hosting a localized
barrier on a given site of the lattice. A ring lattice could be produced, for example, through protocols based on
interference patterns of Laguerre–Gauss or Bessel laser beams [7, 14] or through spatial lightmodulators [25].
Besides its possible exploitation in quantum technology, the systemprovides a paradigmatic arena to study the
interplay between quantum fluctuations, interactions and the role of the barrier potential.
In order to address the qubit effective quantumdynamics encoded into the system, its coherent
superposition of current states and the scaling of its properties with system size, we considered ring sizes ranging
from few lattice sites ( −10 20) to larger structures (100).We provide a direct evidence that the qubit dynamics
can be achieved beyond the pure superfluid phase dynamics conditions (described by the quantumphase
model) exploited to derive the effective double-well potential [25], see figures 1 and 2. Incidentally, we note that
one- and two-qubit gates can be realizedwith our quantumdevice by tuning the the barrier height and
interaction suitably (see [25] for details).
We studied the resolution and detectability of the qubit, by following two routes: the analysis of the scaling
properties (bothwith the number of particles and system size) of the energy gap between the two energy states,
and the analysis of themomentumdistribution.
The energy gap of the two-level system.Wequantified the scaling of the gaps ΔE1 and ΔE2with system size.
Our results indicates that ΔE1 is appreciable for small andmesoscopic systemswhile it is suppressed in
thermodynamic limit (figure 4), decaying as a power lawwith system size. This follows from the localization of
the barrier to a point like on the scale of the lattice spacing, and shows that the lattice potential along the ring
bears several added valueswith respect to the uniform ring case or the case of a broad barrier [27], ultimately
facilitating the exploitation of the device in future atomtronic integrated circuits. Our scaling analysis allows us
to identify themesoscopic regime as themost suited for the realization of the AQUID—see figure 4.
Momentum distribution. For themesoscopic structures, we demonstrated that the coherent superposition of
forward and backward scattering of the particles through the barrier site, is indeed detectable throughTOF
expansion. This is a strong a posteriori evidence of the two-level-system effective physics that is encoded into the
system. For fixed values of thefilling parameter, the detectability of the superposition depends on the relative
size between barrier and interaction strengths: the barriermakes the detectability increasing, while the
interaction strength, screening the barrier, leads to the opposite phenomenon, yielding a non-monotonous
behavior of the detectability and averaged contrast. By increasing the filling parameter forfixedU and Λ, the
screening of the barrier is enhanced, and therefore the barrier is less effective in creating the coherent
superposition offlows. A separate discussion is needed for the regime of large interactions. This regime is
characterized by fermionic effects due to strong correlations. In particular, we note a good detectability of the
superposition state with a simultaneous presence of densitymodulations along the ring.
In summary, ourwork indicates that amesoscopic ring lattice with localized barrier provides a candidate for
the AQUID. The qubit dynamics is detectable in awide range of systemparameters.We have identified the ratio
ΛU as an important parameter to discuss the behavior of the qubit both in terms of its definitionwith respect to
the rest of themany-body spectrum (the qubit turns out to be best defined below the critical line infigure 3(e))
and its detectability in TOF images (the contrast is found to be best defined around or above the same critical
line). This allows us to conclude that the ratio ΛU on the critical line yields an optimal parameter choice,
corresponding to the best trade-off between themomentumdistribution detectability and the gap resolution.
Given theflexibility achieved in the actual experiments, we believe that such an optimumparameter regime is
well within the current experimental know-howof the field.
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AppendixA.Momentumdistribution for Λ = 0 and various interaction strengths
The signature of a non-vanishing currentflow along the ring lattice is a ring-shaped configuration of the
momentumdistribution (see appendix B for a derivation in the non-interacting limit). Figure A1 shows the
predicted TOF images in the absence of the barrier for various interaction strengths. The perfect ring shape
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reflects angularmomentum conservation at all interaction strengths, consistent with Leggett’s theorem
establishing that the persistent currents through a rotationally invariant system are not affected by the
interactions.We note, however, that the detectability in the TOF images is reduced at large interactions, due to
the enhanced role of phasefluctuations.
Appendix B.Momentumdistribution forU=0 and arbitrary barrier strength
In the non-interacting regime themany-body problem reduces to a single-particle one. In the absence of the
barrier the Schrödinger equation, in polar coordinates and scaling the energies in units of = E mL20 2 2, with
m being the particlemass, and L the system size, reads
θ
Ω
π
ψ θ ψ θ− ∂
∂
− = Ei
2
( ) ( ),
2
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
where θ π∈ [0, 2 ]. Thewavefunction for a state with defined angularmomentum is a planewave
ψ θ π= θ( ) (1 2 )e ni , where ∈ n to satisfy periodic boundary conditions, and the corresponding spectrum is
Ω π= −E n( 2 )n 2. Themomentumdistribution then reads
∫ ∫
∫
ψ ψ
θ ψ θ
= ′ ′
∼
= =
π
θ θ
γ
− ′
+
( )( )
( )
n
J R J R
k x x x x
k k
( ) d d e *( )
d e *( )
e ( ) ( ) , (B.1)
k R k R
m
m n
k x xi ·
0
2
i cos sin
2
i 2 2
x y
where π=R L 2 is the ring radius, we have defined γ as γ= ∣ ∣k k sinx , γ= ∣ ∣k k cosy , and Jn is the nth order
Bessel function of thefirst kind. For n=0 themomentumdistribution is peaked at =k 0, while for >n 0 it is
ring shaped, with a radius that growswith n.
In the presence of a localized barrier of strength λ the Schrödinger equation becomes
θ
Ω
π
ψ θ λδ θ ψ θ ψ θ− ∂
∂
− + = Ei
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).
2
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝
⎞
⎠
The effect of the δ-barrier is tomix states with different angularmomentum. For a small barrier we can reduce to
the simplest case ofmixing of states that differ by just one quantumof angularmomentum, and apply degenerate
perturbation theory.Wewrite theHamiltonian in the following form
λ π
λ π= +
H
E
E
2
2
; (B.2)
n
n 1
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors reads:
ϵ δ λ π= + ± ++E E E
2 2
,
n n
1,2
1
2 2 2
Figure A1.Ground statemomentumdistribution (TOF) in the absence of the barrier, for different values of theCoriolis flux:
Ω π π= 0, 2 , 4 and different regimes of interaction strength: non-interacting (upper line) and infinite interactions forN=5 (lower
line).
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where δ = −+E E En n1 , and
φ
φ
φ
φ= = −w w
sin( 2)
cos( 2)
,
cos( 2)
sin( 2)
,1 2
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
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φ δ λ π δ
δ λ π
= + −
+
E E
E
cos ( 2)
2
. (B.3)2
2 2 2
2 2 2
We thenwrite thewavefunction as
ψ θ
π
φ
π
φ= +θ θ+( ) 1
2
sin( 2)e
1
2
cos( 2)e ,n ni i( 1)
where φ depends on λ and Ω.
Themomentumdistribution in this case becomes
∫ θ ψ θ
φ φ
φ φ
φ φ γ
∼
= +
= +
+
π
θ θ
γ γ
+
+ +
+
+
( )n
J R J R
J R J R
J R J R
k
k k
k k
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( ) d e *( )
sin( 2)e ( ) cos( 2)e ( )
sin ( 2) ( ) cos ( 2) ( )
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2
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2
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1
2
2 2 2
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2
1
x y
where an interference term, proportional to γcos , appears between the two states with defined angular
momentum, giving rise to a π2 -periodic angularmodulation of the ring shape found previously. This behavior is
the same found infigure 7, wherewe observe an analogousmodulation in theweak barrier andweak interaction
case, that we can interpret than as direct consequence of the superposition of two stated that differ by one
quantumof angularmomentum.
AppendixC.Methods
C.1. Infinite interaction limit: TG gas
In the limiting case of infinite repulsive contact interaction between the particles ( → ∞U ), the so-called hard-
core bosons or TG gas, an exact approach can be pursed to diagonalizeHamiltonian (1). Sincemulti-occupancy
of one site is forbidden by the infinite interaction energy, it can be simplified into
∑ ∑Λ= − + +Ω
=
− +
=
( )H t b b t ne h.c. , (C.1)
i
M
M
i i
i
M
i i
b
1
i †
1
1
where the bosonic annihilation and creation operators have the additional on-site constraints = =b b 0i i2 †2 and
+ =b b b b 1i i i i† † . By applying the Jordan–Wigner transformation
Π= π=−b fe ,j l j f f j11 i l l
†
where fi ( fi
†) are fermionic annihilation (creation) operators, theHamiltonian (C.1) can bemapped into the one
for spineless fermions:
∑ ∑Λ= − + +Ω
=
−
+
=
( )H t f f t ne h.c. (C.2)
i
M
M
i i
i
M
i i
f
1
i †
1
1
This Bose–Fermimapping is the analogous, for a discrete system, of the one introduced byGirardeau for a
continuous system [56]. Hamiltonians (C.1) and (C.2) have the same spectrum, but non-trivial differences
appear in the off-diagonal correlation functions: 〈 〉f fi j
† versus 〈 〉b bi j† , whichwe have calculated following the
same procedure described in [57]. Such difference affects, for example, themomentumdistribution, which is
much narrower for hard-core bosonic systems than for non-interacting fermions. The density, and all the
quantities related to it, are instead identical, see for example figure 3. This 1Dpeculiar strongly correlated TG
phase has been demonstrated in several experiments on bosonic wires [58, 59].
C.2. GP equation
In the limit of weak interactions, we adopt amean-field approximation to simplify themany-body Schrödinger
equation. This is theGP equation for the bosons subjected to a lattice potential, in the presence of a gaugefield:
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whereΨ is the condensate wavefunction, μ is the chemical potential,V0 is the optical-lattice depth,Ub is the
strength of the localized barrier,modeled as δ x( ) in this continuousmodel,m is the particlemass, and g1D is the
effective interaction coupling strength in one-dimension, related to the three-dimensional scattering length a as
= ⊥g a ma21D 2 2 [60].
The continuous-model barrier strengthUb is connected to the discrete-model one Λ by Λ=U L Mb . In
absence of the lattice potential, an analytical soliton solution for equation (C.3) has been found in [43]. In the
further limiting case of vanishing interaction and small barrier strength, the expression for thewavefunction can
be obtained perturbatively with respect to the barrier strength. This approach helps the understanding of the
correspondingmomentumdistribution andTOF images (see appendix B). In the presence of the lattice
potential, we solve equation (C.3) numerically by integrating it in imaginary times.We pursue this approach as a
benchmark case for the BHmodel at weak interaction.Moreover theGP equation is a particularly suitable tool
for the large-N regime, which is routinely realized in experiments.
C.3. ED schemes
C.3.1.Working in the full Hilbert space. The ED is a computationalmethod inmany-body physics [61, 62]
which gives exact eigenstates and eigenvalues of theHamiltonianwithoutmaking any simplifying
assumptions about the physical system.However themethod is applicable to small systems and small fillings
N M . The reason for that is provided by the fact that theHilbert space spanned by themany-particle Fock
states cannot be too large. Specifically, to implement the ED, one has to consider all the possible combinations
ofN particles overM sites, modulo the permutations of identical particles. The dimension of theHilbert space
is given by [63]:
= + −
−
D
M N
M N
( 1)!
( 1) ! !
(C.4)
In section 4, we considered values of the filling: 5 11, 15 11, 24 9. Correspondingly, theHilbert space
dimensions for thatfillings are 3003; 3268760; 10 518 300.
The non-diagonal part of the BHmodel can bewritten efficiently with the help of sparsematrices routine.
The ground and the first excited state state eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the system can be found explicitly
with help of Lanczos algorithm [61, 62].
C.3.2.Working in the truncatedHilbert space. To study the system for larger sizes and larger fillings, the ED
schemeworks upon reducing the dimension of theHilbert space in a controlledway. This is achieved by
restricting (truncating) the lattice site occupation number up to some given integer numberK. Themain
difficulty of the truncated ED is the generation of the truncatedHilbert space in a numerically efficient way 12.
Herewe are using the following algorithm to achieve the goal. Atfirst wewrite the function f M n K( , , )which
splits a positive integerM into a sumof n positive integers (where each of the integers is smaller thanK) up to
commutativity (so this function is returningmatrix). Thenwe define the number s, where = +s M K[ ] 1, if
− >M K M K[ ] 0 and else =s M K[ ]. Then the truncatedHilbert space can be generated in the following
three steps: (1) to apply function f M n K( , , )by changing n from s toNwith a step 1; (2) to concatenate each
line in thematrix which return f M n K( , , )with required amount of zeros tomake lines ofmatrixN-
dimensional arrays; (3) to generate all possible permutations for any line of thematrix. The dimension of the
truncatedHilbert space is given by the following expression [64]:
∑= − + − − +−=
+
D
M N j K
M
M
j( 1)
1 ( 1)
1
(C.5)K
i
j
1
N
K 1
⎜ ⎟⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦
where the brackets []stand for thefloor function.
For example for the case of the filling 24 9 andK=6which is considered in section 4, =D 2345 5536 which
is almost 4.5 times smaller the dimension of the full Hilbert space. Indeed, in this way one can reduceD for the
several order ofmagnitudes, but that will introduce errors, especially at smallU. Here we estimate the errors in
the followingway.We calculate the particle numberfluctuations (variance) per lattice site
σ = −n n (C.6)i i i2 2
12
One algorithmwas suggested [65]. It turns out, however, that thatmethod is not efficient for generation of the big truncatedHilbert
spaces ( ∼D 10K 6).
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Weassume that: if σ〈 〉 + < ∀n K i5 ,i i then error (in calculating expectation values) is smaller than 0.0006%, if
σ〈 〉 + <n K4i i then error is smaller than 0.006%, if σ〈 〉 + <n K3i i then error is smaller than 3%and if
σ〈 〉 + <n K2i i for any i then error is smaller than 5%. For the filling 24 9 an estimated error forU=10 is less
than 0.006% and forU=1 it becomes 5%.
Themomentumdistribution infigure 9 is calculatedwith the scheme detailed above.
C.4.DMRGmethod
Themodified BHmodel of equation (1) can be quite naturally numerically treated by aDMRGapproach, i.e., by
optimizing amatrix product state (MPS) representation of themany-bodywavefunction [66, 67]. Afirst
requirement, as for almost any numerical treatment of bosons, is to truncate the localHilbert space down to few
states, = +d n 1max , with nmax themaximumallowed particle occupation per site. TheMPS ansatz is, atfirst
sight, well suited for periodic boundary conditions [68] but a practical implementation of an algorithmover it
has to face a number of subtleties and numerical instabilities [67], especially in the case of a non-homogeneous
system, like here. At a difference to another recent work of ours [43], then, we decided to opt here not for an
explicitly periodicMPS but rather to employ amore standard open boundary (OBC) schemewith a trick.
Namely, we represented a ring ofM sites as two adjacent stripes of length M 2 linked by only two extremal rungs
onfirst and last site.
On one hand, such an approach implies an effective local dimension =d deff 2, as well as a larger bond
dimensionm (i.e., thematrix dimension), and therefore a priori an extra cost in the tensor contractions involved
in the optimization process. On the other hand, though, it allows us to rely on a unitary gauge from the left and
the right border, with deep computational advantages:
(i) The optimization problem can be casted into a standard eigenvalue problem, by means of exact
contractions scaling asO m( )3 . This has to be confrontedwith the situation for explicit PBCʼs: there one has
to face the instabilities of a generalized eigenvalue solver, whose defining operators aremoreover obtained
exactly withO m( )5 operations [68]; approximate, slightly better scaling, strategies for PBCʼs are also
available, but theywork best on very long and uniform chains, which is not the case here [69, 70].
(ii) The preservation of quantum numbers related to Abelian symmetries, such as theU (1) particle number, is
simple to implement, boost the computational efficiency [66], and eliminates an uncertainty source by not
invoking any chemical potential [43].
(iii) The splitting of a two-site (four-legged) optimized tensor into two single-site (three-legged) ones assumes
the clearmeaning of an entanglement renormalization (fromm deff tom states), thus giving a quantitative
indication of the performed approximation and permitting a dynamical allocation of symmetry sectors
inside the tensors [66]. Such features compensate well the extra deff cost involved in the contractions with
respect to single-site optimization.
In our simulations 13, we chose the localHilbert dimension up to =d 25eff (i.e., =n 4max ) in the softer core
caseU=1: this can be checked ‘ex post’ to be appropriate, by looking at the decay of site occupation probability
and confronting it to other approximations incurring in the algorithm. The othermain source of numerical
uncertainty is given, of course, by the number of states kept in the RGprocedure (i.e., the bond dimension of the
MPS ansatz): formoderate ring sizes up to 80–100 sites, as considered here, we have seen that ≃m 200 already
provides reliable results.
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